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FROM THE EDITOR

Rio de Janeiro,
Cidade Maravilhosa
It is not really the done thing to make
comments on previous Editorials, especially by a Guest Editor, but a letter to the
editor from the editor would also look
odd, so I am going to make a comment
here. Not serious, and I have discussed it
with Jack, so I hope not to be banished
forever as Guest Editor. It is said that comparisons are odious. Some are, and it
always depends on whether the comparison is made on equal terms for both
sides. I refer to the Editor’s ‘Letter from
London’ in the July issue (Part 2 is in this
edition). I have been in Rio since 1960,
and the improvements in city cleanliness
and public health have been enormous
during this period. The ubiquitous orange
men with their brooms and their wheelybins are a feature of life in Rio, whereas in
London the species is I believe extinct,
although there are mechanized roadsweepers. London depends more on people not dropping litter, and of course education is the key element. Brazilians are
not such litter-bugs as they used to be.
One even sees people picking poop, at
least in Zona Sul. In international terms
Rio does not come very high in the
“Cleanest City” ranking, but nowadays
“clean” covers many factors. There is clean

and then there is clean. In the world, as a
rule of thumb, the North is clean and the
South is dirty. Indeed only two of the top25 cleanest cities in the world are below
the Equator – Auckland, New Zealand, and
Wellington, New Zealand. There are no
top-25 clean cities in South or Central
America, Africa and Australia. The U.S. has
five of the top 25; Canada, a strong five;
Europe has 11 of the top 25; and Japan
has three. So let’s do our part to keep our
city clean!
I was pleased to see the article on Theatre
in last month’s Umbrella, by Ewa Proctor,
and she writes again in this issue. Ewa
has been a leading light in Rio theater for
many years, and was also involved in
amateur theater in the old days, along
with her late husband John. Apart from the
two productions of Fiddler on the Roof
she mentioned in her article, there was
another, amateur, but with an excellent
cast and full orchestra, produced by The
Little Theater in the 80s, in the excellent
EA theatre, with John Stanley Pickston as
Tevye, and directed by yours truly. We had
live farm animals on stage, causing chaos
occasionally in the orchestra pit! Many of
the cast are still living in Rio, but today it
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CHRIS HIEATT
seems impossible to stage the simplest
play with a minimal cast. Having seen the
production at the Oi Casa Grande Theater
since starting to write this, I agree with
Ewa, it is a wonderful show. My only comment is that it is a bit long – we went in
at 9pm and came out at midnight, including a 15-minute interval.
As I mentioned in my April editorial, Rio
could become the sports capital of the
world over the next few years. In July the
5th Military World Games were held, with
over 8,000 athletes from over 100 countries (UK not included for some reason)
competing in 20 different sports. The city
is preparing itself for the World Cup and
the Olympic Games. We have an article
this month on golf, which is now once
again an Olympic sport. The article comes
courtesy of The Rio Times, July edition.
The Rio Times, which is principally a website (www.riotimesonline.com) but distributes 5,000 copies of a print edition
monthly – free – has some refreshingly
upbeat articles on Rio de Janeiro – a city
that despite its natural beauty gets plenty
of bad press. Not in The Umbrella of
course – read on and sample our content
for August.

Disclaimer: The editors of The Umbrella accept no responsibility for
claims made either in the ads or the classifieds, and the opinions expressed
in the articles published are those of the writers, and not of The Umbrella.
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2537-6695, Fax: (21) 2538-0564. E-mail: bcsrio@bcsrio.org.br
Commercial non-classified ads:
please inquire about technical procedures with
Marcia Fialho. marcia@marciafialho.com.br
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BRITISH & COMMONWEALTH
SOCIETY
During the past month, medical and other
financial support has been provided for
5 needy cases, and for the temporary
upkeep of a released British prisoner
while he is awaiting repatriation (at
Brazilian government expense). Another
elderly person, who does not need
welfare, has been assisted in finding a
rest home to his liking.

equipment, to teach those who have lost
legs to walk with artificial limbs, and
R$5.000 was donated to the Serra Fund
from the proceeds of the tickets and
raffle at the Queen's Birthday Party,
after covering all expenses for the party.
Council member Les Hayes is following
the progress of the refurbishment of the
home for younger orphans of the
Friburgo landslides on behalf of the
BCS; the fund will be disbursed for
running costs once the orphanage is
open.

Talk Series

Yearbook

Welfare

Mike Kepp, an American journalist and
writer, will give a talk in the Jubilee Hall
on 25th August at 7pm, on his
entertaining experiences in the last 28
years as a gringo in Brazil.

There has been a chain of unforeseen,
serious technical hitches in the
production of the 2011 Yearbook, but
you will be pleasantly surprised when
you see your copy in the near future.

Beatles Night

AMERICAN SOCIETY

The perennially popular Beatles Night is
being organised for 17th September.
Mark your calendars for a night of singalong to your favourite songs from the
250 in the Beatles repertoire, and dance
the night away.

On June 18th the American Society
hosted a joint Happy Hour event in
Barra. The thinking was that if we
pooled our resources we might be able
to pull together a good crowd from our
Barra members who often mention that
we have too few events out that way.
The result: a very well attended Happy
Hour, in a lovely setting arranged for us
by Mateen Thobani, with about 20
people… almost all from Zona Sul. In
evidence were Bob Werner, head of the
American School (aka: EA) and Jackie
Stern, multiple term President of the
InC, and their spouses.

Vicarage repairs
The BCS is responsible for the outside
maintenance of Christ Church and the
vicarage. Much needed external repairs
are currently being made to the
vicarage, which will make it very
presentable to the new Chaplain when
he is appointed.

Charities
R$4000 was donated to the Curupaiti
Leper Colony for physiotherapy
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offered by the restaurant El Pallomar,
were munched down as fast as they
could be served.

The evening was beautiful, warm (about
the last of that stuff that we have had for
this year) and being an early event we
had the run of the place. Frozen
Margaritas and Jose Cuervo flowed
liberally and the crunchies with sauces,

We look forward to having more joint
Happy Hours with the InC and hope we
can get more involvement from the
Barra community. There are so many
new places out in that area to explore
that it will be a fun effort.

St ANDREW SOCIETY
Golf

More than forty golfers teed off to a
shotgun start at the sixth annual St.
Andrew Society (SAS) x Macaé
Oilmen´s Golf Association (MOGA)
challenge match for the Centenary Cup,
at Teresopolis Golf Club on July 2nd.
For the first time MOGA members were
eligible to compete for the magnificent
Quaich Trophy, which had been
previously restricted to SAS members.
MOGA members can now have their
name engraved for posterity on the
oldest active golf trophy in Brazil,

bigger contingent from Rio than we had
in the past.

alongside every winner since 1928.
Members of the Teresopolis Club were
competing simultaneously for the
Aberdeen Cup, which was donated by
the Aberdeen City Council in 2002. The
proud winner of this year´s Quaich was
SAS member Tom Nelson. The
Centenary Cup went to the St. Andrew
Society´s golf team captained by Philip
Healey and the Aberdeen Cup winner
was Genette Stephen. Wooden spoons
were presented to James Nunnery and
Kurt Wolff for being last in the Quaich
and the Aberdeen Cup. Longest Drive
Women: Alexis Breaux (MOGA),
Longest drive men: Ian McGilvery
(MOGA), Nearest Pin: Philip Healey
(SAS).

SAS x MOGA Results
For SAS
Genete Stephens 41
Tom Nelson 39
Philip Healey 36
Peter Bodman-Morris 35
Colin Foulkes 34
Tacashi Ishii 34
Fiona Brown 33
Daniel Ishii 32
Marco Kuster 30
Cindy Scott 29
SAS Total par points = 343

For MOGA
Nadimo Nakhle 33
Per Atle Gustafson 32
Graeme Jaques 32
Paul Breaux 31
Jackie Lippi 30
Mike Jackson 30
Robson Drummond 29
Duncan Erskine 29
D. Freeman 28
Mike Smith 27
MOGA Total par points = 343
IRM Services of Macae very kindly
sponsored the whole event including
commemoration polo shirts and a
dazzling array of prizes, thanks to local
manager Rob McInnes. Turning the SAS
x MOGA, Quaich and Aberdeen Cup
into one major event this year was a
master stroke among the golfers who
took part. Next year will be at Buzios,
hosted by MOGA and we expect a

At the prize giving in the comfortable
rustic surroundings of the Teresopolis
Golf Club house, the Quaich and
Aberdeen Cups were filled with whisky
from the St. Andrew Society and passed
around the gathered company in the
traditional manner by the winners. The
success of the event was due to the
impeccable organization by SAS golf
captain Philip Healey and vice president
Robin Brown, the Keeper of the Quaich.
A lively crowd stayed on at the bar till
late for a buffet supper, highland
dancing and piping displays, after which
Steve Rimmer led the floor with a
rousing John Cleese version of “Strip the
Willow” followed by the “Margarena.”
The success of these golfing events is
fundamental in ensuring continued
support to the Society from offshore
companies linked to Scotland. Together
with IRM Services, it is the Macae
Oilmen´s Golf Association, TSC
Offshore, Rig Project Solutions, York
Asset Management, the Copacabana
Palace Hotel and for the first time this
year, the Reel Group from Aberdeen –
who have ensured that the Iain
MacPhail Band will be flying in from
Scotland for the twenty fifth consecutive
year to play at the Caledonian Ball and
associated events in October.
Tickets for the Ball are now available to
buy at www.standrewrio.com.br however
by far the best way is to go along to the
dance practices at the Paissandu Club on
a Tuesday from 8.00pm and get your
tickets from Audrey while you brush up
on your jigs and reels. Don´t forget this
is the 25th MacPhail Band Anniversary
Ball. If you haven’t been before, the all
inclusive price for a gala night out till
Auld Lang Syne in the wee sma´ hours
at the Copacabana Palace hotel with
cocktails, wine, beer, whisky (spelled Sc-o-t-c-h), Drambuie, magnificent all
night buffet, bagpipes, highland dancers,
kilts galore and dancing for all ages – is
only R$ 175.00 for members and
R$195.00 for guests till September 15th,
by which time we expect to be sold out
anyway. You can even split the cost into
two payments if you start now.

ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
Writing this in July for the August
edition of the Umbrella it may seem
premature to talk about the annual
‘November Ceremonies’, but in fact your
Committee has been considering them
since June. There is a tremendous

amount of work to be done to run a
successful Gala Poppy Ball despite it
appearing to run smoothly year after year.
The Remembrance Service at Christ Church
is not without a rehearsal beforehand
and of course there are the ceremonies
that take place in London – the Festival
of Remembrance at the Royal Albert
Hall on the Saturday, followed by the
traditional Wreath Laying and March
Past at the Cenotaph with dignitaries
present from the UK and around the
world – the veterans, and that includes
Her Majesty The Queen, being the most
important. The Rio de Janeiro Branch is
proud to say it has been represented for
a number of years at both events by one
of its most stalwart members, and he
and his wife will be there again this year.
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What has this to do with July you may
ask. Well, the RBL HQ is busily organising participation in the events, and the
tickets for Royal Albert Hall went on sale
on 1st July, so early action is essential,
and Margo Black moved swiftly to obtain
them for our colleague in London to
attend.
Anyone who has seen the Festival
proceedings in person or on television
will appreciate just how moving and
emotional the evening can be, as well as
having enjoyable, light-hearted moments.
It is not just about Remembrance, but
also about events of Today and working
for a better Future for Service personnel
and their dependents. It is hardly better
described than by Boy Seaman Vincent
Hall who took part in 1947 and just
recently described the atmosphere in the
Royal Albert Hall as “overwhelming. It is
huge and holds literally thousands of
people, so the applause is deafening,
whereas the Two Minutes Silence is aweinspiring”. He goes on to say: “It was for
the earlier show that many of us Boys
were given a single ticket to send home to
our parents. In my case, my mother was able
to attend, and that provides memories
that will never be forgotten. My free ticket
arrived at our house early on that
Saturday and on receiving it, my mother
ran to the local Oxo Factory where my
father was working and basically said
“I’m off to London” – and off she went to
catch the next train.
“The most memorable part of it all is
when, during the Two Minutes Silence,
the Poppy ‘petals’ come floating down
from way up in the roof – a fantastic
experience. Afterwards, when the lights
go out, everyone makes sure they have
souvenir petals before leaving the arena.
For my own part I have in my possession
the envelope addressed to my parents,
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with a King George V1 tuppeny-ha’penny
stamp attached, containing a handful of
Poppy petal souvenirs retrieved from the
floor of the Royal Albert Hall, and which
bears the time/date of posting “IPSWICH 5.15 PM 14 NOV 47”. One
more treasured memento of that Festival is
my copy of the Programme, which includes
the order of events and the Community
Singing led by Stanley Holloway and
Gladys Ripley, followed by the Service of
Remembrance. The hymns on that occasion
were:- “Now thank we all our God”, “Abide
with me” and “Onward Christian Soldiers”.
Here follows The National Anthem –
please all stand to attention and join in,
remembering that in 1947 we sang “God Save
The King”. Memories are made of this”.
Nowadays on the Sunday nearest to 11th
November the Wreath Laying Ceremony
and March Past is held at The Cenotaph
in Whitehall. Again this event requires
long term planning, not least because of
the world leaders attending, and by the
middle of July the Foreign and Commonwealth Office has called for volunteers
from its staff to act as Ushers. At least 80
are needed to work from early on the
Sunday until the afternoon. There is a
briefing before the event, and in case
anyone thinks this is a cushy few hours of
overtime, no one will be paid, not even
travelling expenses. Indeed, it is left to Line
Managers to decide whether they are
prepared to give any Time Off In Lieu.
So ‘volunteer’, like in the Services, means
what it says. The sales pitch is that most
derive great personal satisfaction from
participating, and they probably do.
Note on The Cenotaph:
It is London’s memorial to the war dead. Its
name comes from the Greek words Kenos
and Taphos, meaning ‘empty tomb.’

The Cenotaph that we see today was built
by Edwin Lutyens at the end of World War
I, to replace the plaster structure which was
hastily erected for the Allied Victory Parade.
It now represents every Commonwealth
battle since 1918.
The monument is undecorated save for a
carved wreath on each end and the words
"The Glorious Dead", chosen by Rudyard
Kipling. The flags of the British Army,
Royal Navy and Royal Air Force join the
Union Jack around the base. There are no
religious motifs on it whatsoever.

WOMEN’S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION (WDA)
Jumble Sale

Marmalades, Pickles and
Chutneys

The Jumble Sale this year yielded a net
profit of just over R$ 5.000,00 - a very
good result that was achieved thanks to
the enormous amount of donations
received. We wish to thank everyone for
the wonderful support given – it makes
all the hard work put into the event
really worthwhile. Since the WDA ladies
returned to their activities in March,
they have been kept constantly busy
sorting out the different items, pricing
them and setting aside any articles
considered suitable for the White
Elephant Stall at the Christmas Bazaar.
This profit, together with the eventual
proceeds from the Christmas Bazaar,
will be donated to different charities and
to Christ Church, at the end of the year.

Have you checked your stocks of these
products lately? They are also very nice
to give to friends as a little treat! They
can be purchased any day during the
week within office hours and especially
on Tuesday mornings when the WDA
ladies are present. Please note that as from
1st August, we are increasing the price
of all our products to R$8,00 per jar. It is
around three years since our last increase
although over this period the prices of
most of the ingredients have gone up. As
a substantial amount of the funds
donated to the different charities at the
end of each year, comes from the sale of
these products, please let your friends
and neighbours know they are available.

As you know, we accept donations for
the Jumble Sale all the year round. At the
moment, our cupboards are empty after the
Sale. So, if and when you come across
anything that you would like to send

If you have any empty marmalade/
pickles/chutney jars at home with the
metal tops that we could re-use, could you
please return them to us. The Nescafé
100g bottle is also suitable for use.
Thank you.

AroundRio

50th Anniversary at Christ Church
On Sunday July 3, fittingly at a family service, Christ Church
celebrated 50 years of married life of Kathryn and Stuart. For
the renewal of their marriage vows, we were led by Rt. Rev.
Henry Sherrill (ret'd) who has known and worked with Stuart
for over 40 years, first in Salvador and then in Rio de Janeiro.
Choirmaster Ruy Wanderley and wife Denise sang a special
duet. After the service, the Hall was the scene of scrumptious
cake and delicious refreshments, and best wishes to the (still)
happy couple for the future. Leila Grivet, our cheerful
"paparazza", took dozens of photos, which she will be pleased
to send, via Smilebox, to anyone who wishes them.

All Things Bright and Beautiful
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along to us - clothes, shoes, household
items, toys including jigsaw puzzles etc.
then please do so. Any ornaments etc.
received in good condition (almost new),
will be put aside for sale on our White
Elephant Stall at the Christmas Bazaar.
It would be appreciated if you could
check that any electrical appliances you
send are in working order. Deliveries
can be made any day during the week to
Karen, secretary, Christ Church, tel
2226-7332 or to the BCS secretary,
Gaynor, telephone 2537-6695, between
8.30am and 4.30pm. Please remember
that between 2pm and 3.30pm when the
school finishes, cars are not allowed into
the grounds.

On August 15 the SCM choir will perform music by English
composer John Rutter (born in London 24/9/45), who has had
enormous success around the world as composer, arranger,
conductor, professor and lecturer. His music is, in a word –
beautiful – and in the words of choirmaster Ruy Wanderley, a

mixture of romantic lyricism and baroque structuralism, full of
emotion and feeling. John Rutter explores various ways of
expressing sacred music, in large choral works with orchestra, such
as his Magnificat, Requiem, Gloria and others, and also in
smaller works, including psalms, hymns, carols etc., sometimes
arranging traditional music, sometimes composing new music.
In this concert the SCM sings some well known hymns to
John Rutter’s music, such as Folliot Pierpoint’s For the Beauty
of the Earth and Cecil F. Alexander’s All Things Bright and
Beautiful, and Christ be with me, the words written on Saint
Patrick’s armour in the 5th century. Also included are Psalm
23, The Lord is my Shepherd, part of Rutter’s Requiem
(performed by the SCM in 1989), and prayers such as God be
in my head (Sarum Primer) and the Blessings The Lord bless
you and keep you (Numbers 6:24) and A Gaelic Blessing.
Included is an organ solo, ‘a Toccata in Seven’, to top off this
musical festival of all things bright and beautiful, all things
great and small, composed in praise of the Creator of heaven
and earth and all the wonders therein.

Letter from London (part 2)
Last month, I wrote in my editorial about the sad convergence of happenings in the UK and the more rotten things that go on in Brazil.
Then it was about stealing electrical cables from public transport.
Now in July comes the scandal of phone hacking by newspapers and
bribery of the police.

Police bribery is another matter. As a BBC commentator said, in past
years giving a bobby a fiver for a tip on a crime story was a common
and tolerated journalistic practice – but giving thousands of pounds to
numerous members of the London Metropolitan police far exceeds the
bounds of morality and acceptability. I have become progressively disillusioned by the extent to which bribery has permeated British – and
world – sport. Payments to fix matches became common in football,
but when I heard of cricket match fixing, I thought “Is nothing sacred
any more?” Now even the Olympics site selection committee is
under investigation.

Letters

We all know that the police in Brazil tap the phones of people suspected of criminal activity, but I have never heard of the media hacking people’s phones in Brazil. The sheer number of hacks by News
International in Britain boggles the mind – yet red-head Rebekah
Brooks, CEO of the News of the World during the period in question, freely admitted it and didn’t seem to see anything wrong with it!

But to end on a more pleasant note, the Hampton Court Flower Show
this year was nothing short of spectacular. Inside the main marquee
the riot of colours took my breath away, with floor-to-tent-ceiling displays of roses, chrysanths, orchids and more. There was a gold-medalwinning display of ancient Bonsai trees, and every imaginable kind of
flower from tiny pot plants to huge herbaceous borders. Outside there
were dozens of pocket gardens, with one of 10 square metres that they
claimed could keep you in salad veg year-round. A Thai garden had
oriental music playing. There were formal and chaotically informal
gardens, one showing how water goes to waste, full of spherical modern sculptures which were to be raffled off; even an underground
mushroom garden viewed through periscopes on the surface.
Something for everyone, with loads of happy purchasers going off
with their purchasers in their backpacks or wheelie baskets.
- Jack Woodall

Happy buyers at Hampton Court Flower Show

Virtual police station
A few years ago it was announced that there
was a virtual police station, so when my telephone was thieved off my belt downtown, I
went online and filled out the forms.
Then I sent them to TIM, which refused to
accept them as proof that I had registered the
occurrence. I yelled and screamed and jumped
up and down and TIM said, you need a real
piece of paper.

So I went to a delegacia downtown here, and
complained to the cop behind the desk about
all this, and his immediate reaction was: "Oh,
that virtual thing, that's worthless, of course
you need to come here to the station".
Whereupon I gave up, filled out the Boletim de
Ocorrencia on paper and sent it to TIM, which
accepted it.
So, perhaps a word to readers that, at least in
the past, there's basically nobody at home at

the virtual police station and no phone company will accept virtual paper.
Or, perhaps, things have changed.
- Michael Royster

Banana-republic-dictator editorials
Just wanted to let you know that I thoroughly
enjoyed your banana-republic-dictator editorials – they were a hoot! Can’t believe people
complained.
- Walter W. Palmer
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CHRIST CHURCH

African Murder Mystery
STUART BROUGHTON
I’m convinced that every family has at least
one skeleton that has been hidden away in
some dark closet. Our family is no exception. I recall at family gatherings when I was
a child, usually Christmas and New Year, my
aunts used to whisper about some family
mystery. I could only distinguish a few
words like “Broughton”, “Diana” and “Africa”,
but whatever it was it appeared to be a matter of great embarrassment to them. I will
never forget the shock I received when on
one occasion during home leave from Brazil,
a couple invited me to watch a video entitled
“White Mischief ”. Yes, it was all about that
skeleton in the closet!
In 1645, the Broughton family had been
honoured by the king for services to the
monarch. I cannot understand why, as the
family was Protestant and the king at that
time was an ardent Roman Catholic. I discovered that my aunts had been discussing
Sir John Henry’s latest escapade, his divorce
from his first wife and marriage to a local
Wilmslow girl who lived in Altringham
Road. In village life, everyone soon knows
everyone else’s business and my aunts were
no exception to the rule. On top of everything else, John Henry, or Jock as he was
known to his friends, had serious problems
with horses and alcohol. Looking back, I
think he was probably a compulsive gambler
and an alcoholic.
At the outbreak of the 2nd World War, Jock
was taken mysteriously ill and had to be
invalided out of the Territorial Army that
was preparing to leave for France and eventually Dunkirk. My aunts referred to him as
a “cousin” and a former shooting companion
of their father, my grandfather Enoch. Jock
had first met Diana in 1935 when she was
only 22 and Jock was 51. It was obvious that
once Jock was fit and well he would be
declared A1 and drafted back in the forces. It
was probably late 1939 the couple departed
for Kenya, a British colony that was considered a safe haven. It was some time in 1940
that they moved into a homestead in the
mountains outside Nairobi.
Now the mystery surrounds the murder of
the Earl of Erroll, recounted in the film
“White Mischief ”. The couple’s marriage was
a mutually beneficial arrangement. By this
time, he had gambled away most of the family estate but still had sufficient for them to
enjoy a comfortable life-style in Kenya. He
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supplied the money, she the glamour. But
within a month of their arrival in Kenya,
Lady Diana Broughton had found herself a
new admirer, the handsome 39-year-old
Josslyn (Joss) Victor Hay, 22nd Earl of
Erroll.
The mystery surrounds the murder of the
Earl of Erroll in which Sir John Henry Jock
Delves Broughton was the prime suspect.
More than half a century later, it seems fairly conclusive that “Jock” had Lord and Lady
Carberry to thank for being found not guilty
of the murder by a court in Nairobi in 1941.
The Carberrys conspired to hide the murder
weapon, a revolver, in a loft at their property in the Kenyan bush, before throwing it
into the sea after its hiding place was accidentally discovered 12 years after the killing.
Lord Erroll and the Broughtons were members of a club called the “Happy Valley” set,
an exclusive, tightly knit and promiscuous
circle which had found in colonial Kenya the
perfect antidote to the austerity of wartime
Britain. It was into this sexually charged
atmosphere that the British community lived
out its existence. It was reputed that Diana
frequently took a bath in one of the club
lounges, as part of the weekly entertainment.
Lord Erroll and Diana began an extra-marital affair.
Matters culminated on the night of 23rd
January, 1941, when Erroll dined with the
Broughtons at the Muthaiga Club, an occasion which only Jock, who had been drinking heavily, appeared to enjoy. June
Carberry, the wife of an Irish peer and settler, was also dining with them. She claimed
that Broughton had wished his wife and her
lover “every happiness” before they went off
to another nightclub. Lady Carberry then
dragged “Jock” off to another party, before
dropping him at his home in Karen at 2 am.
She told the court that she had to help him
up the stairs. Diana, said Lady Carberry,
arrived 20 minutes later with Erroll, who
then drove away. He was found shot dead the
next day, his body stuffed into the foot well
of his car, which had veered into a ditch by a
crossroads. One theory was that Jock had
hidden in the back of the car and shot Erroll
in the head at a convenient moment.
However, the absence of the murder weapon
was a major hindrance to the prosecution
case. Broughton was never proved to have

Josslyn Hay, 22nd Earl of Erroll

owned the kind of hand gun responsible
for the murder. Juanita Carberry, Lady
Carberry’s daughter, who appeared as a
witness at the trial, related years later how
Jock had visited her and admitted to having killed Erroll and thrown the gun into a
shallow pool at Thika Falls while out of
sight of police officers who had been tailing him. Realising the gun would soon be
found, Lady Carberry instructed some of
her servants to recover it. She then drove
to the beach resort of Malindi and hid the
weapon in the roof of a workshop attached
to the Eden Rock Hotel, which the
Carberrys owned.
Matters rested there until the early 1950s
when Felicity Letten and her husband took
over the workshop. The couple were cleaning out the loft when they discovered the
gun hidden in the roof. Some months later,
they told a cousin, Mr Rodger Beazley, of
their discovery. He was a retired businessman and a friend of the Carberrys. He said:
“Junie Carberry was a very kindly and
helping person. She was genuinely fond of
Broughton and felt he had had a very raw
deal. He had married this stupid little girl,
Diana, who wasn’t even worth shooting
Erroll for.” The discovery of the weapon
came as a shock to Beazley who said:
“When my cousin and her husband took
the weapon across to the house where
Junie was, John Carberry came out as
white as a sheet, shot off down to the harbour, got a boat, went out over the reef and
dropped the weapon in the ocean in deep
water. Junie spilled the beans to my cousin
while John was away.”
There are those who remain to be convinced that Sir John Henry Broughton was
the killer. Like all good mysteries, the murder of Joss Erroll may never be solved to
the satisfaction of everyone. The one piece
of evidence that could bear out the account
is lying 1,000 feet down at the bottom of
the Indian Ocean. So that’s my skeleton
hidden in the closet of Happy Valley all
these years! And the message for my readers: “…you may be sure that your sin will
find you out” (Numbers 23: 23).

Sri Lanka’s alienation is worsening
Although there is mounting pressure internationally against Sri Lanka,
with Western countries and the European community taking a tough
stand against it, the President of Sri Lanka however reposes immense
confidence in India and the Commonwealth countries that they would
stand by Sri Lanka. If by chance, a resolution is brought against Sri Lanka
before the UN Security Council or the UN Human Rights Council, the
President entertains the view that India and the Commonwealth
countries will come to Sri Lanka’s rescue.

Meanwhile the Commonwealth council
has decided to hold its
summit in Sri Lanka next year. The President and Government of Sri
Lanka must have therefore presumed that it can seize this opportunity
to give a signal internationally that the Commonwealth countries are
aligned with Sri Lanka.
[Sunday Leader, Sri Lanka, July 2011]

London meeting lauds Commonwealth Secretariat work
Senior government officials from 46 Commonwealth countries and communication and information sharing between the
three regional organisations in their three-day meeting, in London in Commonwealth Secretariat with and among the focal points in
July, agreed to steps that need to be taken to improve the delivery member states were showcased. These included the launch of a
of the Commonwealth Secretariat’s development assistance. The dedicated extranet — a web based platform which will enable
officials, known as Primary Contact Points (PCPs), who act as focal member countries as well as their London-based High
points at a national level for the implementation of Common- Commissions to communicate and co-ordinate more effectively
with the Secretariat on issues related to the
wealth Secretariat technical and development
CFTC-funded
programme of assistance. In
assistance work, spoke highly and positively about
CFTC’s assistance
addition, Commonwealth Connects, a portal
the impact of the assistance they receive from
is of particular
which is being designed to help member
the Association through the Commonwealth
significance to its
countries share their knowledge and best
Fund for Technical Cooperation (CTFC).
32 small states and least practices on a variety of issues, was welcomed
by participants.
The CFTC’s assistance is of particular
developed countries.
significance to its 32 small states and the least
The meeting also benefited from a discussion
developed countries (LDCs). They said the
Commonwealth Secretariat’s key strengths include its accessibility, on South-South Cooperation, a process in which developing
countries share and support each other through the sharing of best
credibility and valuable assistance as a trusted partner.
practices, technical expertise, and resource mobilisation.
During the three day meeting, new mechanisms for improving [APP – Associated Press Pakistan 9 July 2011]

Commonwealth

However when the war crime charges were levelled against Sri Lanka,
the Secretariat of the Commonwealth countries made no
announcement in that regard and was silent. When the Commonwealth
games were held in India last year, the Sri Lanka President was invited as
a special guest, which came as a surprise to all. It was the Indian
Government which invited the President. But, when the President
attended the event, the countries of the Commonwealth raised a storm
of protests against this invitation. They protested on the grounds that
extending an invitation to a leader of a country against whom war crime
charges are mounted is reprehensible. The office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth in answer to this said, no invitation was extended to the

Sri Lanka President
from its end. This must
have prompted the
President to nurse the
notion that, since the
Indian Government is
with Sri Lanka, the
support of the Commonwealth council
can be secured in Sri
Lanka’s favour.

Human Rights Unit workshop in Swaziland, June 2011

Mswati III, King of Swaziland

The Commonwealth Secretariat
has continued to assist Swaziland
in preparing for its first
Universal Periodic Review (UPR)
human rights evaluation,
through a workshop for
government officials and civil
society and non-governmental
organisations. A team from
the Secretariat's Human Rights
Unit (HRU) facilitated a national
UPR consultative workshop in
Ezulwini, Swaziland, from 21 to
22 June 2011. The workshop was
attended by senior government
officials, including Swaziland's
Minister of Justice and Constitu-

tional Affairs, Reverend David Mathse, and key stakeholders from
civil society and non-governmental organisations.
The UPR is a review of the human rights records of all 192 UN
member states and takes place once every four years. The Southern
African nation will present its UPR report to the Human Rights
Council in Geneva, Switzerland, in July 2011 and field questions on it
in October 2011. Swaziland's experience of preparing country reports
for committees of independent experts that monitor the implementation of core international treaties has so far been limited to the
submission of a country report on the Convention on the Rights of
the Child in 2005. [Commonwealth News and Information Service ]
[Note: Mswati III, King of Swaziland, rules by decree and has 14 wives.
His father, Sobhuza II, holds the world record for longest confirmed
reign. He was proclaimed king in December 1899 at the age of four
months and died in 1982, having reigned for over 82 years. – Ed.]
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MOTHERS & INFANTS IN THE SOUTH SEAS … AND ELSEWHERE
JACK WOODALL
James Bond asked me to go to an idyllic
South Sea island with him – knowing full
well I wasn’t gay.

Health

James Bond was his real name, he was a
doctor and worked for the World Health
Organization’s (WHO) Regional Office
for the Western Pacific in Manila,
Philippines. His story of being interviewed by the rather strait-laced
Regional Director, a Japanese, went like
this. “He asked me what were my main
interests in life. I answered ´Golf,
women and food – not necessarily in that
order.’ I was hired on the spot.”
I was also working for WHO at the time,
at its Geneva headquarters in
Switzerland. Now, I am a PhD specialist
in mosquito-borne virus diseases like
dengue and yellow fever, but in my
decade in Geneva I had become literally
a Jack-of-all-trades, and I met James
when I went to Manila as an instructor at
a health systems evaluation workshop.
He was organizing a course for maternal
and child health workers in Vanuatu, an
independent country consisting of 65 little inhabited islands way out in the South
Pacific, formerly a British-French condominium known as the New Hebrides, so
named by Captain Cook. He asked me to
be his assistant instructor, and although
my knowledge of mothers and children
was restricted to my English wife, two
young sons and twin girls (born in
Belém, and therefore Brazilian as well as
British), I wasn’t going to let that stand in
the way of a chance to visit the South
Seas with passage and accommodation
paid.
So we arrived, had dinner and went to
our (separate) beds, and in the morning I
struggled through the opening ceremony
with my jet lag from Europe, while James
had come from a much closer time zone.
Then, when we went into classroom
mode, James said “OK Jack, it’s all yours
– I’m off to play golf!” and that was the
last I saw of him for the rest of the week.
However, I had the WHO book and
guidelines, so it was easy enough –
except that I had to teach 7 hours a day
instead of rotating half and half with
him.
We were there for the weekend, which
was when I nearly died wind-surfing. I’d
never done it before, and should have
chickened out as soon as I saw that the
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mast of the board I hired was held in its
hole by a wedge made from a piece of
rubber tire. I zoomed out into the middle of the bay, falling off several times,
and as might have been predicted, the fifteenth time the piece of rubber escaped
and sank. So there I was, in the blazing
midday sun, with myself, the board and
sail lying flat and practically invisible
from the odd motorboat that zoomed
unheeding past in the half-mile between
me and the shore on either side. I had to
get back into the water to stop being
roasted, reducing my profile still more,
and keep ducking to wet my hair – I had
more of it in those days – to prevent scalp
burn. I could see myself dying of exposure in an hour. But somehow I managed
to paddle and drift close to shore, where
a man on the beach finally saw my feeble
wave and rescued me. I’m a bit hazy
about how I got back to the hotel, but I
was not sunburnt and claim I suffered no
permanent damage.
The other notable occasion that weekend
was the celebration of the country’s independence in the football stadium of the
capital, a bit like a school sports field
with a few hastily rigged tiers of benches.
There were speeches and uniformed
parades, but the bit I liked best was the
airforce, which paraded a large cut-out of
a plane proudly around the field! I learnt
that the Minister of Health, who was a
Western-trained doctor, was absent for
health reasons, and had gone to visit his
favourite witchdoctor on another island.
Such was the South Pacific 25 years ago,
and for all I know, still is.
My only other experience with maternal
and child health (MCH) was in GuineaBissau, the Portuguese ex-colony sandwiched between the ex-French colonies
of Senegal and Guinea on the part of the
west coast of Africa that sticks out into
the Atlantic, closest to Brazil. I was there
to introduce the WHO programme
against Aids, and was intrigued to find
four hospitals donated or aided by four
different countries: Portugal, Russia,
Cuba and China. I decided on my own
account to investigate their quality by
inspecting their MCH facilities. Being
interested in health statistics, I checked
their birth records, which were unremarkable except in the Chinese hospital,
where there was no recorded birth
weight of less than 2.5kg, which WHO
has defined as marking the lower limit of
normal birth weight. I asked them did
they never have premature babies or
twins born at their hospital, which would

generally be below 2.5kg, but they denied
it. So I went out and bought a 2kg bag of
sugar and checked their baby scales –
they were accurate. My conclusion was
that they were ashamed to admit to the
birth of a single low birth weight baby.
Back in Geneva, I was responsible for
checking the massive tables of health statistics sent by countries in response to an
annual questionnaire. I found that Cuba
was reporting a maternal mortality rate,
for deaths of mothers during or shortly
after a pregnancy, of 1,500 per 100,000
live births – a horrifying figure, larger
than the worst recorded rate in the
world, 1,400 in Afghanistan (it normally
ranges between 14 for industrialized
Western countries to around 300 for
developing countries). On questioning
the Cuban Ministry of Health (MoH), I
found that they had written the average
calorie intake per head on the wrong
line, and the real figure was less than
100! But that had passed unnoticed all
the way up the chain from the MoH
Cuba, through the WHO Country
Representative in Havana and the health
statistics unit of the Pan American
Health Organization in Washington DC
to WHO HQ. It was in the face of such
unreliable figures that WHO decided to
scrap the World Health Statistics Annual
as not worth the paper it was printed on
– to vociferous objections by the WHO
Member States.
[The author was based at WHO’s Geneva
HQ from 1981-1994.]
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PLAYING GOLF IN RIO DE JANEIRO
ROB SAWERS

Sports

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL – It’s official:
golf will be played for the first time since
1904 in the Summer Olympics, right here
in Rio for the 2016 Olympic Games. The
2009 decision from the International
Olympic Commission (IOC) came much
to the delight of golf fans around the
world.
While the current options for golf courses are limited, Rio’s two eighteen-hole
courses are top-rate and have unforgettable views of the Cidade Maravilhosa’s
famous morros (hills).
The Itanhangá Golf Club in Barra da
Tijuca sits nestled between the Pedra da
Gávea, the Pedra do Itanhangá, and the
Tijuca National Park. Carpeted in lush
Mata Atlantica vegetation, the hills provide a beautiful backdrop for a round of
golf amidst the 86 different species of
trees found on the course. The first to
tee-off can start at 7:30AM amid the
sounds of tropical birds calling down
from the Mata.
The private country club offers memberships for those who have come to Rio for
the long term, but those just passing
through can buy day passes for R$250 on
weekdays, or R$350 on weekends. Discounts are given for seven-day passes and
to groups.
Earlier this year, the Itanhangá Golf Club
stepped forward and put its par 72 course
in the hat to host the golf tournament of
the 2016 Summer Olympic Games in Rio.
Late last week, though, the news came
through that they had not won the bid.
The IOC did not pick either of Rio’s

existing courses, but
instead decided to build
a third one specifically
for the Olympics near
Lagoa de Marapendi in
Barra da Tijuca.
The reason given to
Itanhangá was that the
IOC would have wanted
significant remodeling Itanhangá Golf Club
of the golf course, and
did not want to inconvenience the country
club with prolonged closure. Assistant
Manager of Golf and Tourism at the club,
Corina Barcellos, lamented that this is
“just politics”, as Itanhangá was fully prepared for the inconveniences of remodeling.
Spanning between Tijuca National Park
and the beach at São Conrado, the Gavea
Golf & Country Club is the city’s other
golfing option. Built in 1926, the club
offers a par 69 course and a clubhouse
with a nostalgic ambiance of the grand
old days.
Visitors to the club can take-in the views
of both Pedra da Gavea and the Morro
Dois Irmãos hills between holes of golf.
The country club offers limited memberships but golfers can buy eighteen-hole
day passes for R$350 on weekdays and
R$400 on weekends.
The Gavea club also had Olympic
dreams, only to be disappointed by the
IOC decision. Building the new golf
course in the proposed Barra da Tijuca
site will not be an easy task. The empty
lot was originally destined to become a
condominium park and, by many
accounts, it is not large enough for an
eighteen-hole course.

Modern Technology.
For those of us without the big things in life,
Family, kids, husband and wife.
In order to keep from getting bitter,
Nowadays, spend hour upon hour on Twitter,
Google, U-tube, Facebook and emails,
Relationship sites…Boy, could I tell you some tales!
What ordinary folks are capable of doing…
In front of a webcam, is liable for suing!.
Although nothing at this stage should surprise,
I am still shocked at what people devise!
Just when I think I’ve seen it all,
Something pops up on my screen to appall!
Modern technology is all good and well…
Or was that a tale that my technician did tell..?
Now who am I to advise?
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Gávea Golf Club

Whether scouting locations for the
Summer Olympic or just trying to workoff their handicap, golfers in Rio have
some great options, each with their own
awe inspiring views.
[The author is a Contributing Reporter for
The Rio Times]

But for those of you who are wise…
Get yourself off the chair,
And out into the fresh-air!
Life is better off the screen,
More real, more serene.
Technology can also be strain and strife,
So go outside and get a life!
– Joana Anderson.

Tip for old eyes
To increase the size of what you are trying to read on your
computer screen, hold down the Ctrl key & use the scroll
wheel in the middle of your mouse. You can then regulate
the size of the type up or down again. Simpler than going to
Zoom.
- Bob Towersey

Titanic II sinks on maiden voyage The Welsh Society Rio
Most people would
think twice before buying a boat named Titanic
II. And sure enough,
when Briton Mark
Wilkinson took the 4.8metre cabin cruiser out
for its maiden voyage, it
promptly sank. "If it
wasn't for the harbourmaster, I would have
gone down with the
Titanic," Mr Wilkinson,
who had to be fished out
of the sea at West Bay
harbour in Dorset,
southern England, told
local media.
"It's all a bit embarrassing and I got pretty fed up with people asking me if I had hit an iceberg." Mr Wilkinson, in his 40s, had only
recently bought the boat and brought it by road from his home in
Birmingham in central England for its first outing. After a successful fishing trip, things started to go wrong when he entered the
harbour and the boat began taking on water. Mr Wilkinson was
forced to abandon ship and pictures showed him clinging to a rail
before he was rescued.

The society always participated in the annual Ceilidh music competition of the various Celtic societies in Rio and won each year,
at least when I was there. We didn’t dance in skirts. We didn’t play
screaming pipe music or play on strange old musical instruments.
We just sang traditional Welsh songs, even if a couple of us with
less than angelic tones just mouthed the words. It was fantastic
fun and I have kept that love of Welsh music ever since. I must
admit that God must have smiled on us, because each year a wonderful tenor happened to be visiting Rio and gave our singing that
extra edge.
by Martin Hugh-Jones
[The author was President of the Welsh Society Rio in the 1970s.]

One eyewitness said: "It wasn't a very big boat - I think an ice cube
could have sunk it!"- AFP

Ultimate solution for pensioners
Let's put the pensioners in jail and the criminals in a nursing
home. This way the pensioners would have access to showers,
hobbies and walks. They'd receive unlimited free prescriptions,
dental and medical treatment, wheel chairs etc. and they'd receive
money instead of paying it out. They would have constant video
monitoring, so they could be helped instantly, if they fell, or needed assistance.

True or false?
"Half the people in the world are below average, and there are more and
more of them. – Anon.
This sounds like a joke but is actually true, because as the world population
increases, so does half of it. – Ed.

Sudoku results
for July

Bedding would be washed twice a week, and all clothing would be
ironed and returned to them. A guard would check on them every
20 minutes and bring their meals and snacks to their cell. They
would have family visits in a suite built for that purpose. They
would have access to a library, weight room, spiritual counselling,
pool and education.
Simple clothing, shoes, slippers, pyjamas and legal aid would be
free, on request. Private, secure rooms for all, with an exercise outdoor yard, with gardens. Each senior could have a PC a TV radio
and daily phone calls.
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Criminals would get cold food, be
left all alone and unsupervised. 8
Lights off at 8pm, and showers
3
once a week. Live in a tiny room
and pay £600 per week and have 9
no hope of ever getting out.
7
[Source: internet of course]

Miscellany

During my time in Rio in the mid
’70s many of the members of the
Welsh Society were young men
working downtown in the financial
district. Their major work seemed
to be arranging ultra-short loans of
say 6 to 72 hours to cover payroll
and other urgent needs of various
companies. They regularly called
home. Our phones were tapped by
the military government. One The author
Christmas a member spoke with his
mother, she replied in Welsh and immediately a voice broke in:
“SPEAK ONLY IN ENGLISH!” No joke. As I was working with
the United Nations Food & Agriculture Organisation (FAO) my
phone was tapped, so I always took care when using it. The benefit was that though my immediate neighbours’ phones in Urca
might be out of order for weeks at a time, mine was never down
for more than a few hours.
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THEATRE

BABY, O MUSICAL
EWA PROCTER
I certainly hope you enjoyed my first article on
“Fiddler on the Roof ” – and that you had the
chance to go and see it!
This time this article is about another musical
– “Baby”. Like “Fiddler on the Roof” its theme
also has do with family. However, “Baby” deals
with three different families. What you will see
on stage is a play by Sybille Pearson, with lyrics
by Richard Malby, Jr. (who also directed the
original Broadway production), and music by
David Shire. Written in the 1980’s, it was also
produced during that decade. It tells us what
happens when a baby is expected, and how
three different couples deal with the new arrival.
Tadeu Aguiar (producer, translator together
with Flávio Marinho and playing one of the
roles) brought American director Fred
Hanson to put on this show. Hanson had a
team of 18 actors and ten musicians who
made sure that text, music, singing and dancing became a united thing – and a very enjoyable one, at that. I watched the show on opening night, and was very pleased to see the
authors who came down from the United
States and were at the theatre. They certainly
looked very pleased with the result of the
Brazilian production.
The set brings to the audience an added
curiosity, even before the curtain goes up.
Because the curtain itself is made of 77,000
(yes, seventy-seven thousand!) safety pins –
the ones used on cloth diapers in those days
when modern disposable diapers were not as
popular as they are today. The production tells
me that after this musical closes its run, all
those safety pins will be donated to charity, in
order to help needy children. Another added
charm is when the audience hears the sound
of a baby laughing just at the very moment the
show is about to start! Something which
brings to mind James Matthew Barrie (1860-

1937) with his famous Peter Pan: “When the
first baby laughed for the first time, the laugh
broke into a thousand pieces and they all went
skipping about, and that was the beginning of
fairies.” Even if this quotation brings Tinker
Bell to mind, keep Peter Pan and his friends
for another occasion. The performance of
“Baby, o Musical” is about to start! However,

Scene of Baby, o musical

with this cheerful laughter, one already gets in
the mood that, for the next 150 minutes we
will be hearing text, lyrics and songs, all dealing with babies.
In the old tradition of “The show must go on!”
Sabrina Korgut - who plays one of the female
leads - had a bad accident a few days before
opening night, and had to be replaced by her
understudy. Sabrina Korgut is now back in her
role in Friday and Saturday performances.
However, the young actress and singer who
took over, called Daíra Saboia has a wonderful
voice and was heartily applauded after her first
song. But the applause is not just for her: all the
actors sing very well, ranging from the young
ones just starting their theatre and musical
careers, to old timers Sílvia Massari and Tadeu
Aguiar as the middle-aged couple. Musical
director Liliane Secco, choreographer Kátia
Barros, Edward Monteiro who designed the set
and Ney Madeira who produced the costumes,
add their talents to this enjoyable evening.
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The theme of “Baby, o Musical” is very simple
to understand. It has to do with babies -- and
babies are a universal theme. The stories range
from the very young couple, still university
students who have just moved in together
and, at this early stage in their lives, the girl
finds herself pregnant; it moves to the couple
in their thirties, trying everything they can
think of to fulfill their dream of having a baby;
and finally, the happily married middle-aged
couple with three grown-up daughters who
had already left home… and surprise, surprise, she is suddenly expecting another baby!
This musical is playing at the Teatro João
Caetano, Praça Tiradentes, in downtown Rio
de Janeiro. Although parking is not first-class,
there is quite a lot of space in front of the theatre, as well as some paid parking a couple of
blocks away. And the Carioca metro station is
within walking distance. Also a lot of taxis
appear at the end of the performances.
“Baby, o Musical” runs from Thursday to
Sunday. From Thursday to Saturday, it starts
at 8pm; on Sunday, at 6pm. The prices are R$
50,00 on Thursday and Friday, and R$ 70,00
on Saturday and Sunday. Senior citizens have
a fifty percent discount on showing their
identity card. The musical ends in Rio on
28th August. Tadeu Aguiar tells me that they
are trying to find a theatre in São Paulo in
order to continue their successful run.
However, due to the size of the set and the
number of people involved, up to the moment
when I am writing this column, they have
been unable to find a suitable theatre. I certainly hope that they will manage to be successful, in order to be able to take this show
for different audiences to watch.
I expect to be giving you some more tips on
what is on in my next column. There are some
promising and interesting things about to
start in Rio de Janeiro theatre. But I would
prefer to keep this information to myself, at
least for the time being, in order not to spoil
any possible surprise!
[Ewa Procter is a playwright and theatre translator, and a Board Member of the Instituto
Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga.]

EMAGRECIMENTO • ENDOCRINOLOGIA
LASER • LUZ PULSADA • RADIOFR EQUENCIA
LASER DE CO2 FRACIONADO

Professora de Laser da Sociedade Brasileira de Medicina Estética

Depilação permanente, retirada de mancha s, cicatrizes, rugas, vasos.
Rejuvenescimento Facial e das Mãos, Botox, Preenchimentos Faciais, Tratamento de Gordura Localizada, Celulite, Flacidez e Estrias

Rua Visconde de Pirajá 351/514, Forum de Ipanema, Rio. Tel: 21 2522-4966, 21 8777-7381
anabela@anabelarodrigues.com.br • www.anabelarodrigues.com.br
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NATURALIST ON THE RIVER AMAZONS
Henry Walter Bates (1825-1892) Part 2
ROBERT BARCLAY
Henry Walter Bates was one of the great self-taught British
naturalists of the Victorian age, living for eleven years in
Amazonia and sending back to Britain vast quantities of insect,
bird and mammal specimens, which are still part of the
national collections and which helped Darwin and others in
the formation of their theories.

In The Naturalist on the River Amazons, Bates gave vivid and
witty descriptions of the majestic river, the lives of the
Amazonian people and the wildlife, which his readers found
quite strange and fascinating. Here are some extracts from his
book:
'The more civilized inhabitants of Barra (Manaus) were all
engaged in trade and have literally no amusements whatever,
unless drinking and gambling on a small scale can be so
considered; most of them never open a book or have any mental
occupation. As might be expected there-fore, etiquette in dress is
much attended to...'

About a sloth:
'It is a strange sight to watch the uncouth creature, fit production
of these silent shades, lazily moving from branch to branch.
Every movement betrays, not indolence exactly, but extreme
caution. He never looses his hold from one branch without first
securing himself to the next, and when he does not immediately
find a bough to grasp with the rigid hooks into which his paws
are so curiously transformed, he raises his body, supported on his
hind legs, and claws around in search of a fresh foothold'.

Henry Walter Bates

[This is the continuation of an article in the BCS Yearbook 2011.
– Ed.]

Batesian Mimicry
One of Bates’ major scientific discoveries was mimicry in
animals, especially insects (which are part of the animal
kingdom just like fish, birds and humans). There are two kinds
of mimicry: one where poisonous species share the same
warning colouration, and another where a non-poisonous
species mimics the colouration of a poisonous one. We all
know about warning colouration because wasps have black-&yellow stripes and coral snakes have bright red, yellow & black
bands to warn would-be predators that they are dangerous to
catch. Non-poisonous false coral snakes have white instead of
yellow bands, benefitting from looking like the poisonous
species. Non-toxic butterflies mimic toxic ones. The advantage
is that, once a bird tries to eat a toxic species and finds it tastes
bad, it leaves all similar-looking butterflies alone. This kind of
mimicry is called Batesian, because Bates was the first to
describe it. Although other forms have been discovered even
in recent times, Batesian mimicry is one of the most commonly
occurring and well understood. To many, the word Batesian
mimicry and mimicry are treated as the same thing, however it
should not be overlooked that Bates described several kinds
himself.

Looking Back

Three years after returning to Britain, Bates published The
Naturalist on the River Amazons, aimed at the general reader
and published by John Murray early in 1863. Darwin praised
it highly, writing that "Bates is only excelled by Humboldt in
his description of the tropical forest" – Alexander von
Humboldt being the great Prussian naturalist after whom the
Humboldt Current is named. Bates wrote well and the book
was an immediate success. He was a regular visitor at Darwin's
home, Down House and Darwin made full use of Bates's
meticulous material for the development of his studies,
particularly The Descent of Man which was published in 1871,
twelve years after The Origin of Species (November 1859).

Geographical Society, a busy
one for he was in effect the
Society's chief executive. He
was involved with the
organisation
of
many
expeditions including the
Livingstone Search and
Relief Expedition of 1872.
Bates must have been good
at it and must have
eventually enjoyed it, for he
held this job for 27 years
until his death in 1892.

At Ega, Bates had a pet Cuvier's toucan who liked to take his
meals with Bates and his assistant José:
'He got to know the meal hours to a nicety and we found it very
difficult, after the first week or two, to keep him away from the
dining-room, where he had become very impudent and
troublesome. We tried to shut him out by enclosing him in the
back-yard, which was separated by a high fence from the street
on which our front door opened, but he used to climb the fence
and hop round by a long circuit to the dining-room, making his
appearance with the greatest punctuality as the meal was placed
on the table.'
Bates was a celebrity, but not welcomed by the scientific
establishment as he readily supported Darwin's theories, which
chimed with his own observations. Despite his achievements
and fame, he was labelled an evolutionist and was thus unable
to get a job at the Natural History Museum. In 1854 Bates
reluctantly took the job of Assistant Secretary of the Royal

Batesian mimicry: 1st row models, 2nd row mimics; 3rd row models, 4th row mimics
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DEATH BY NODDING
Nodding disease baffles experts
Here in a hot, dusty part of northern Uganda, children are falling
victim to a mysterious disease that has confounded health officials. It's known loosely as "nodding disease" and almost every
family in the village we've come to see in Pader District has at
least one child suffering from it. A 9-year-old girl began showing
symptoms on the day we arrived.

Deadly Bugs

The disease gets its name from its most noticeable symptom. The
young girl appears to be nodding off. Her eyes begin to close and
her head drifts downwards as if she's falling asleep, yet she's not
tired and doesn't want to lose focus. Every few seconds her head
jolts upwards and her startled gaze is upon us, then the eyelids
become heavy and she fades again. Over time, she will likely get
much worse, falling down and injuring herself, losing cognitive
ability, and experiencing stunted growth.
School often becomes too difficult for many children with nodding disease and they drop out. Indeed many of them die young.
They can fall into cooking fires when losing consciousness.
Drown during a seizure. Die of opportunistic infections that
strike the malnourished. Or they may simply be abandoned by
their families.
"Within the communities some of the parents have thrown their
children onto the streets," says Dr Emmanuel Tenywa, the World
Health Organization's team leader in the area. "They say they are
tired. For how long will they be looking after these children? If
you have seen these cases in their homes, you would cry when you
look at them."
When the [newly affected girl] recovers from the nodding bout,
she's able to fetch water, but she must be watched closely. Her
mother weeps behind a nearby tree, distraught because she has
only two children, and now both of them have the condition.
William Oyet, a government health officer in the district, says this
family's case is typical. "It can start anywhere, and all the people
in the village are worried because any time, any day, your kid will
start nodding."
Experts from the World Health Organization and the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta have been trying to
find the cause of this condition. So far they've come up emptyhanded. Dr Scott Dowell, from the CDC's Division of Global
Disease Detection & Emergency Response, led an investigation in
the area. He says they're not only baffled by the cause of the disease. They can't determine why it only preys on children. "It really is very tightly clustered between 5 and 15 years of age," he says.
"In the study we did in northern Uganda 93 percent of kids were
in that age window and I don't know why that is."
Throughout the village, some parents of the children are desperate. As cruel as it seems, one mother keeps her son, tied at the
ankle with a rope so he can't wander off. He first showed symptoms of nodding disease in 2003. He's 15 years old now, but looks
much younger. He spends most of his days, angry and confused,
tethered to a post in his family's hut. Since he became afflicted
with the condition, he has developed a mental disability. He hasn't spoken clearly for 2 years. Some villagers are frightened by him
and consider him dangerous. And these dangers, and fears, are in
evidence almost everywhere you turn in the village.
William Oyet, the local health official, shows us two more children who appear to be about 6 or 7 years old. "One of the children
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A child suffering from “nodding disease” in Okidi Village, northern Uganda

is 13 years old and when you look she has stunted growth and
cannot go to school, cannot do anything." The other child wears
only a pair of faded shorts. His face and distended belly are covered in saliva. "He's 11 years old," says Oyet. "When you see the
syndrome it has affected the growth. He cannot do much. The
head, the saliva is all over the body and he's really malnourished."
Indeed, many of the affected children are malnourished because
eating food seems to spark bouts of nodding and sometimes
seizures. Epilepsy drugs have been used to control the episodes,
but they do not cure the condition, for which the key question is:
what's causing it?
"I wish we knew. It's really frustrating," says the CDC's Dowell.
"We know now from the most recent investigation that it is a
brain disease. There's clearly something wrong with the brains of
these kids who have it. We've documented by MRI scans that the
brains have some atrophy and by EEG that the brain waves are
abnormal. In fact some of the kids with nodding have almost continuous seizure activity although they appear fairly normal." But
the elusive question remains. "We understand the path of physiology of nodding but we still don't know what causes it," says
Dowell.
The WHO's Dr Emmanuel Tenywa says there are other clues. For
example, he says all the affected children have onchocerciasis, a
parasitic condition that can cause blindness. "I think that gives us
a bit of a starting point," says Tenywa. "But the whole issue is now
if you are infected with onchocerciasis, how does it cross the brain
barrier to go into the brain, and what damage does it exactly do?
These are the things which we are trying to understand.”
But onchocerciasis is common in many African countries, so why
doesn't nodding disease appear elsewhere? So far it's only been
found in small pockets of northern Uganda, Sudan and Tanzania,
but the number of cases is growing. That's raising fears that it
could spread to more areas, sparking a greater sense of urgency in
the health community. But for the people in this village in northern Uganda, the sense of urgency couldn't be any greater. To them
it's not a medical mystery -- it's a blight that's picking off their
children, one by one. [Source: Global Health, Frontline News, May
2011]
[This is a scary form of epilepsy, causing seizures sparked by trying
to eat. It begs comparison with Kuru, an incurable degenerative
brain disease caused by a prion found in humans (prions cause mad
cow disease). It is known among the Fore tribe of Papua New
Guinea as the laughing sickness, due to the bursts of laughter affected people display. It is now widely accepted that Kuru was transmitted via ritual cannibalism at funerals of family members, but
this is not the case with this affliction. – Ed.]

Artichoke Hearts wins
Waterstone's Children's Book
Prize 2011

"I loved everything about this book, the
characters, the story, the way the author
writes with warmth and humour... I could
go on forever!", says Isabel Tomlinson
from Waterstone's Hull University.
Learn more about the authors nominated
for the Waterstone's Children's Book
Prize 2011 at: http://www.waterstones.com/
waterstonesweb/pages/childrens-bookprize/1185 and scroll down.
Celebrating its seventh year, the
Waterstone's Children's Book Prize was
created to champion new and emerging
talent in children's writing. As well as a
£5000 cash prize – one of the most valuable
for children's writing in the UK – the
winning author will see a significant boost
in sales, and the promise of ongoing
commitment to their writing career
from over 300 Waterstone's branches
nationwide.

"Chaos" reigns: Patrick Ness
wins 2011 CILIP Carnegie Medal
The 2011 CILIP [Chartered Institute of
Library and Information Professionals]
Carnegie Medal 2011 has been awarded
to Patrick Ness for his novel, Monsters of
Men. This is the third and final installment in Ness's "Chaos Walking" trilogy
which compellingly charts the epic
power struggles between the inhabitants
of a world where all thoughts are
audible; and the relationship which
develops between Todd and Viola, his
young main characters. The two previous
books in the trilogy, The Knife of Never
Letting Go and The Ask and the Answer
were also shortlisted for the CILIP
Carnegie Medal, in 2009 and 2010
respectively, the first time this has been
achieved by all books in a series.
Ferelith Hordon, chair of the 2011
judging panel comments:
"By any stretch of the imagination – and
this is a book which profoundly stretches
exactly that – Monsters of Men is an
extraordinary achievement. Within its
pages, Patrick Ness creates a complex
other world, giving himself and the

reader great scope to consider big
questions about life, love and how we
communicate, as well as the horrors of
war and the good and evil that mankind
is capable of. It's also an enthralling read
that is well nigh impossible to put down.
Reviews on the CILIP Carnegie Medal
shadowing site bear out our conviction
that despite being part of a remarkable
trilogy, this is a novel that both stands
alone, and stands out".
Patrick Ness is an American but has
lived in the UK since 1999. The son of a
drill sergeant in the US Army, he spent
his early years in Hawaii, before moving
with his family to the state of
Washington when he was six. He always
knew he wanted to be a writer and had
his first short story published in a
magazine in 1997. This was followed by a
novel for adults (The Crash of Hennington) and a short story collection (Topics
About Which I Know Nothing).
The CILIP Carnegie Medal is the UK's
oldest and most prestigious prize for
children's and young people's writing.
Over the last seven decades it has come
to be regarded as the arbiter of quality in
writing for children and young people,
and has frequently spotted fresh talent
ahead of the market. Writers often
describe the Carnegie as ‘the one they
want to win'. Although there is no cash
prize, its prestige lies in its unique
judging process. Most of today's literary
and book awards seek submissions from
publishers and votes from the public. Not
the CILIP Carnegie: the Medal's selection
process is rooted in the professional expertise of librarians across the country, who
nominate titles to be considered for a
shortlist of up to eight titles, from which
the winner is then chosen.

FArTHER: Grahame Baker-Smith
Wins 2011 CILIP Kate Greenaway
Medal
His own father and son inspire prizewinning generational tale. Grahame

Baker-Smith has won the 2011 CILIP
Kate Greenaway Medal, the UK's most
prestigious children's illustration award
for FArTHER. The book tells the
moving story of how a son takes up his
father's unfulfilled dreams of flying, and
finally takes to the air. Baker-Smith's
book was inspired both by his own
father and by being the father of a son
himself.
Of this year's winning book, Ferelith
Hordon, Chair of the CILIP Kate
Greenaway judging panel comments:
“FArTHER is a beautifully conceived
picture book with a dream-like quality
that captures the imagination of readers
of all ages. Its wealth of detail conveys
both dark emotions: the storms of war
and weather, and a powerful sense of
loss and bereavement; but also a great
sense of hope, particularly as vested in
future generations".

Children’s Books

The winner of this year's Waterstone's
Children's Book Prize is Artichoke
Hearts by Sita Brahmachari. It is an
insightful, honest novel exploring the
delicate balance, and often injustice, of
life and death – but at its heart is a
celebration of friendship, culture – and
life. Artichoke Hearts is Sita's first novel
for children.

Grahame Baker-Smith lives in Bath and
has been working as an illustrator for
the past 30 years. His work includes
several books and an album cover for
Robert Plant. Five years ago, he evolved
a new way of working and a striking
change of style. His first "new look"
book, Leon and the Place Between, was
shortlisted for last year's CILIP Kate
Greenaway Medal, and FArTHER is his
second. Both are published by Templar.
The CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal,
established in 1956 and named in
honour of the distinguished illustrator,
is awarded for "outstanding illustration
in a children's book". Sister award to the
CILIP Carnegie Medal, it is judged by
an expert panel of children's librarians
from the Youth Libraries Group (YLG),
and follows the same unique process of
nomination and judging. The winner
receives a cheque for £5,000 in addition
to the coveted medal. Distinguished
former winners of the CILIP Kate
Greenaway Medal, which celebrated its
50th birthday in 2007, include Shirley
Hughes, Raymond Briggs and Quentin
Blake.
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AA English Language Meetings in Rio - www.aa.org.br

Serge: home - 21 3298-1008; cel - 21 9974-8824 / John: home - 21 2267-7656; cel - 21 9411-4345
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COUCH SURFING
OLIVER BAZELEY

More than 10 years later and ‘Couch-Surfing’ – the project’s eventual name – has become an international community of more
than 2.8 million members, spread across 246 countries. The idea
remains simple – people who have a spare couch, airbed or room,
list themselves on the website and travellers browse the spare
couches, requesting a few nights accommodation. No money
changes hands, and host and surfers are often strangers.

London and Berlin taking the top spots. City ambassadors organise
weekly meetings on Copacabana beach every Thursday, close to
Posto 5. The number of attendees at these meetings varies, with
lots of travellers during the summer and less in the winter. Recent
meetings have been attended by over 150 people. This highly
international crowd gives members a chance to meet other travellers, or make face to face contact before offering a couch.

The safety of the hosts and couch surfers is paramount to the
project, and there are various levels of verification that ensure
connections are made in the true spirit of the project. For example, new members can make a small (voluntary) donation to the
project, and the organisers then send a postcard to the members
stated address – verifying the location of the couch. There is also
a friend system similar to Facebook, where users can add each
other. This allows members to build up a reputation on the site,
further assuring their trustworthiness. Hosts and surfers can also
leave reviews of each other’s surfing experience. Negative reviews
are moderated by the organisers, and disingenuous members are
easily spotted and dealt with. Beyond the users, there are several
levels of administrators and 'city ambassadors', who organise the
site and community-wide activities.

The experience that CouchSurfing provides is much more personal than a hotel or a hostel, as hosts will often take the time to
show their city to the surfer. The hosts can also take the surfers
out to socialise with their friends, which is likely to be a much
more authentic experience than hanging out at the normal tourist
traps. For hosts, it is possible to build up a network of friends and
fellow travellers, who are likely to pay back the hospitality they
received with an offer of hosting in their home town. There is also
the simple pleasure of helping travellers as well, of course.

The Rio de Janeiro CouchSurfing community is very active, and
amongst the top 40 CouchSurfing cities in the world, with Paris,

Lifestyle

In 1999, Casey Fenton snapped-up a bargain price plane ticket
from Boston to Iceland. On a shoestring budget and with nowhere
to stay on arrival, he emailed 1500 Icelandic students, asking if
anyone would be willing to let him sleep on their couch for a night or
two. The response was overwhelming, and he spent a week visiting
Reykjavik with his own personal tour guides, making new friends
and seeing a side of the city hidden from the regular tourists. On
the way home, he realised that this idea could be applied to anyone, anywhere, and that it offered people a chance to make genuine connections on a global scale.

So, for anyone with a spare couch and a willingness to show travellers around Rio, CouchSurfing offers a great way to meet people
and to learn about other cultures. For anyone with an adventure
on the horizon, CouchSurfing could be a great way to make new
friends, save money and experience a city through the eyes of a
local. Membership is free and open to all. More details can be
found on the couch surfing website www.couchsurfing.org.

Only in England
The Home Office’s hi-tech passenger data centre sent an alert to Terminal 1 at Heathrow about the impending arrival of Raed Salah,
a “preacher of hate” who had been barred from the country by order of Theresa May, the Home Secretary. But “There were a series
of cock-ups in terms of getting information to the front-line,” said the UK Border Agency source. For some reason the National
Border Targeting Centre (NBTC) at Wythenshawe in Manchester sent the specific alert to staff at Terminal 1 rather than where the
passenger was arriving, at Terminal 5.” So the immigration officer waved him though. He was detained a few days later after giving
a couple of speeches and is fighting deportation. [Telegraph 2 July 2011]
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Classified ads
SERVICES
psyChotherapy [adolesCents & adUlts] - vIvIanE rICHardSon. ExpErIEnCE WITH ExpaTrIaTEd and CroSS-CuLTuraL ISSuES. LIvEd Many
yEarS ovErSEaS: Canada, SInGaporE, uK and uSa. BrazILIan-BrITISH
pSyCHoLoGIST (LICEnSE:Crp-05.33022), SpECIaLIST In anaLyTICaL and
SHorT-TErM pSyCHoTHErapy. MaSTEr oF arTS, aBErdEEn unIvErSITy,
uK. MaSTEr oF LInGuISTICS -BILInGuaLISM, puC-rIo. appoInTMEnT By
pHonE (21) 9966.9494 or E-MaIL: vIvIanErICHardSon@GMaIL.CoM

english resident In BraSIL SEEKS FurnISHEd aparTMEnT For TWo
rESponSIBLE aduLTS, For JuLy or auGuST - onE MonTH - JoHn rEEvES (22) 2523 3246 - JoHnrEEvES.rEEvES@yaHoo.CoM.Br
Flat For temporary rent In IpanEMa,TWo BEdrooMS, onE En SuITE,
SITTInG-dInnInG rooMS, Laundry, KITCHEn,SWIMMInG pooL, GaraGE
SpaCE - JoHn 24 - 9239 7106.

DEADLINE
for our September 2011
edition is MONDAY, AUGUST
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Be sure not to miss
your Umbrella!
Keep your annual fees paid
and your address updated!

SEPTEMBER
01 AmSoc Ladies' Night (to be confirmed)
05 Holiday USA Labour Day
06 InC New Members Gathering 10am
07 Holiday Brazil Independence Day
15 InC Cafezinho 10am
17 BCS Beatles night
20 AmSoc Museum Visit (to be confirmed)
30 InC General Meeting 10:30am
OCTOBER
04 InC New Members Gathering 10am
10 Holiday USA: Columbus Day
12 Holiday Our Lady Aparecida
15 SAS 25th Anniversary Caledonian Ball
18 AmSoc Museum Visit - to be confirmed
20 InC Cafezinho 10am
20 InC Speaker Series 7pm
28 InC General Meeting 10:30
29 AmSoc Halloween - to be confirmed

Calendar

ACCOMODATION

AUGUST
02 InC New Members Gathering 10am
15 SCM Mid-year Concert 8pm
18 InC Cafezinho Recreio 10am
18 InC Speaker Series 7pm
20 AmSoc NE Brazilian Night (to be confirmed)
25 BCS Talk, Mike Kepp 7pm

Mark your calendars for:
04 Nov RBL Poppy Gala Ball
06 Nov RBL Remembrance Sunday, Christ Church
03 Dec WDA Bazaar
10 Dec BCS Christmas Party
Scottish Country Dancing: open to all
Every Tuesday 8pm at Paissandu Club
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